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  Changing Lanes Joseph F. DiMento,Cliff
Ellis,2013 The story of the evolution of the urban
freeway, the competing visions that informed it,
and the emerging alternatives for more sustainable
urban transportation. Urban freeways often cut
through the heart of a city, destroying
neighborhoods, displacing residents, and
reconfiguring street maps. These massive
infrastructure projects, costing billions of
dollars in transportation funds, have been shaped
for the last half century by the ideas of highway
engineers, urban planners, landscape architects,
and architects -- with highway engineers playing
the leading role. In Changing Lanes, Joseph
DiMento and Cliff Ellis describe the evolution of
the urban freeway in the United States, from its
rural parkway precursors through the construction
of the interstate highway system to emerging
alternatives for more sustainable urban
transportation. DiMento and Ellis describe
controversies that arose over urban freeway
construction, focusing on three cases: Syracuse,
which early on embraced freeways through its
center; Los Angeles, which rejected some routes
and then built I-105, the most expensive urban
road of its time; and Memphis, which blocked the
construction of I-40 through its core. Finally,
they consider the emerging urban highway removal
movement and other innovative efforts by cities to
re-envision urban transportation.
  Race and Crime Elizabeth Brown,George
Barganier,2018-10-02 Criminal justice practices
such as policing and imprisonment are integral to
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the creation of racialized experiences in U.S.
society. Race as an important category of
difference, however, did not arise here with the
criminal justice system but rather with the advent
of European colonial conquest and the birth of the
U.S. racial state. Race and Crime examines how
race became a defining feature of the system and
why mass incarceration emerged as a new racial
management strategy. This book reviews the history
of race and criminology and explores the impact of
racist colonial legacies on the organization of
criminal justice institutions. Using a
macrostructural perspective, students will learn
to contextualize issues of race, crime, and
criminal justice. Topics include: How
“coloniality” explains the practices that
reproduce racial hierarchies The birth of social
science and social programs from the legacies of
racial science The defining role of geography and
geographical conquest in the continuation of mass
incarceration The emergence of the logics of crime
control, the War on Drugs, the redefinition of
federal law enforcement, and the reallocation of
state resources toward prison building, policing,
and incarceration How policing, courts, and
punishment perpetuate the colonial order through
their institutional structures and policies Race
and Crime will help students understand how
everyday practices of punishment and surveillance
are employed in and through the police, courts,
and community to create and shape the geographies
of injustice in the United States today.
  Encyclopedia of Race and Crime Helen Taylor
Greene,Shaun L. Gabbidon,2009-04-14 The
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organization of the reader's guide—especially the
groupings of landmark cases, race riots, and
criminology theories—is impressive ... Other
related titles lack the breadth, detail, and
accessibility of this work ... Recommended for all
libraries; essential for comprehensive social
studies collections. —Library Journal As seen
almost daily on local and national news, race
historically and presently figures prominently in
crime and justice reporting within the United
States, in the areas of hate crimes, racial
profiling, sentencing disparities, wrongful
convictions, felon disenfranchisement, political
prisoners, juveniles and the death penalty, and
culturally specific delinquency prevention
programs. The Encyclopedia of Race and Crime
covers issues in both historical and contemporary
context, with information on race and ethnicity
and their impact on crime and the administration
of justice. These two volumes offer a greater
appreciation for the similar historical
experiences of varied racial and ethnic groups and
illustrate how race and ethnicity has mattered and
continues to matter in the administration of
American criminal justice. Key Features Covers a
number of broad thematic areas: basic concepts and
theories of criminal justice; the police, courts,
and corrections; juvenile justice; public policy;
the media; organizations; specific groups and
populations; and specific cases and biographies
Addresses such topics as gender, hate/bias crimes,
immigrant experiences, international and cross-
cultural issues, race and gangs, and race and law,
Presents experiences of all major racial and
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ethnic groups in the U.S., including Asians,
Blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, and Ethnic
Whites, as well as religious minorities, such as
Muslims Includes coverage of recent incidents like
the alleged rape of a black female North Carolina
Central University student by white male members
of the Duke University Lacrosse Team;, the Jena 6
incident; the Tulia, Texas drug arrests; the
Rodney King beating; the O. J. Simpson trials in
the 1990s; and more recent racial profiling
incidents Two appendices provide information on
locating and interpreting statistical data on race
and crime, as well as detailed instructions on how
to access statistical data on the web for such
specific areas as arrests, drugs, gang membership,
hate crimes, homicide trends, juvenile justice,
prison populations, racial profiling, the death
penalty, and victimization Because the topic of
race and crime is of wide interest and relevance,
entries in this Encyclopedia are written in an
accessible style to appeal to a broad audience,
making it a welcome addition to academic and
public libraries alike.
  Urban Mass Transportation Abstracts ,1972
  The Folklore of the Freeway Eric
Avila,2014-05-01 When the interstate highway
program connected America’s cities, it also
divided them, cutting through and destroying
countless communities. Affluent and predominantly
white residents fought back in a much heralded
“freeway revolt,” saving such historic
neighborhoods as Greenwich Village and New
Orleans’s French Quarter. This book tells of the
other revolt, a movement of creative opposition,
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commemoration, and preservation staged on behalf
of the mostly minority urban neighborhoods that
lacked the political and economic power to resist
the onslaught of highway construction. Within the
context of the larger historical forces of the
1960s and 1970s, Eric Avila maps the creative
strategies devised by urban communities to
document and protest the damage that highways
wrought. The works of Chicanas and other women of
color—from the commemorative poetry of Patricia
Preciado Martin and Lorna Dee Cervantes to the
fiction of Helena Maria Viramontes to the
underpass murals of Judy Baca—expose highway
construction as not only a racist but also a
sexist enterprise. In colorful paintings, East Los
Angeles artists such as David Botello, Carlos
Almaraz, and Frank Romero satirize, criticize, and
aestheticize the structure of the freeway. Local
artists paint murals on the concrete piers of a
highway interchange in San Diego’s Chicano Park.
The Rondo Days Festival in St. Paul, Minnesota,
and the Black Archives, History, and Research
Foundation in the Overtown neighborhood of Miami
preserve and celebrate the memories of historic
African American communities lost to the freeway.
Bringing such efforts to the fore in the story of
the freeway revolt, The Folklore of the Freeway
moves beyond a simplistic narrative of
victimization. Losers, perhaps, in their fight
against the freeway, the diverse communities at
the center of the book nonetheless generate
powerful cultural forces that shape our
understanding of the urban landscape and influence
the shifting priorities of contemporary urban
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policy.
  Pacific Automobilism Gijs Mom,2022-09-13 The
beginning of the 21st century has seen important
shifts in mobility cultures around the world, as
the West’s media-driven car culture has contrasted
with existing local mobilities, from rickshaws in
India and minibuses in Africa to cycling in China.
In this expansive volume, historian Gijs Mom
explores how contemporary mobility has been
impacted by social, political, and economic forces
on a global scale, as in light of local mobility
cultures, the car as an ‘adventure machine’ seems
to lose cultural influence in favor of the car’s
status character.
  Globalizing Automobilism Gijs Mom,2020-08-07 Why
has “car society” proven so durable, even in the
face of mounting environmental and economic
crises? In this follow-up to his magisterial
Atlantic Automobilism, Gijs Mom traces the global
spread of the automobile in the postwar era and
investigates why adopting more sustainable forms
of mobility has proven so difficult. Drawing on
archival research as well as wide-ranging forays
into popular culture, Mom reveals here the roots
of the exuberance, excess, and danger that define
modern automotive culture.
  Burnout Revenge David S. J. Hodgson,2005-09
Revenge is sweet ·Complete strategies for the all-
new Crash Mode ·Details on how to get Gold and
Perfect ratings on over 150 Events ·All 77+
vehicles revealed, along with details on the best
ones to use ·Special Criterion Challenges listing
the best times, scores, and cash acquired by the
developers ·Complete stats and appendices for all
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unlockables ·Tips on how to become an online
champion ·All secrets, exploits, easter eggs, and
hidden events revealed ·Exclusive maps for every
course
  Driver ,1972
  MD-100 Extended from I-95 to MD-3-I-97,
Howard/Anne Arundel Counties ,1987
  California. Court of Appeal (1st Appellate
District). Records and Briefs California (State).,
  Notices to Airmen ,1984
  Age Discrimination and the FAA Age 60 Rule
United States. Congress. House. Select Committee
on Aging,1986
  U.S. Highway 101 Improvement Project, Vineyard
Avenue to Johnson Drive, Cities of Oxnard and San
Buenaventura, Ventura County ,2001
  Race and the Greening of Atlanta Christopher C.
Sellers,2023-08-15 Race and the Greening of
Atlanta turns an environmental lens on Atlanta’s
ascent to thriving capital of the Sunbelt over the
twentieth century. Uniquely wide ranging in scale,
from the city’s variegated neighborhoods up to its
place in regional and national political
economies, this book reinterprets the fall of Jim
Crow as a democratization born of two metropolitan
movements: a well-known one for civil rights and a
lesser known one on behalf of “the environment.”
Arising out of Atlanta’s Black and white middle
classes respectively, both movements owed much to
New Deal capitalism’s undermining of concentrated
wealth and power, if not racial segregation, in
the Jim Crow South. Placing these two movements on
the same historical page, Christopher C. Sellers
spotlights those environmental inequities, ideals,
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and provocations that catalyzed their divergent
political projects. He then follows the
intermittent, sometimes vital alliances they
struck as civil rights activists tackled poverty,
as a new environmental state arose, and as Black
politicians began winning elections. Into the
1980s, as a wealth-concentrating style of
capitalism returned to the city and Atlanta became
a national “poster child” for sprawl, the seedbeds
spread both for a national environmental justice
movement and for an influential new style of
antistatism. Sellers contends that this new
conservativism, sweeping the South with an
antienvironmentalism and budding white nationalism
that echoed the region’s Jim Crow past, once again
challenged the democracy Atlantans had achieved.
  Auburn Thoroughbred Horse Racing Facilty, King
County ,1995
  Vasona Corridor, Light Rail Transit Project
,2000
  Route 238 New Alignment, I-580 Interchange to
Industrial Parkway, Hayward ,2000
  Highway and Transportation Laws as of January 1,
1988 Wisconsin,1988
  Race and Real Estate Adrienne R. Brown,Valerie
Smith,2015 Race and Real Estate brings together
new work by architects, sociologists, legal
scholars, and literary critics that qualifies and
complicates traditional narratives of race,
property, and citizenship in the United States.
Rather than simply rehearsing the standard account
of how blacks were historically excluded from
homeownership, the authors of these essays explore
how the raced history of property affects
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understandings of home and citizenship. While the
narrative of race and real estate in America has
usually been relayed in terms of institutional
subjugation, dispossession, and forced
segregation, the essays collected in this volume
acknowledge the validity of these histories while
presenting new perspectives on this story.
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